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Conflict and Cooperation: American-Western
European Relations (not) Redefined,

1969-1977

In the late 1960s the wider framework for and the basic stmcture of the N0l1h
Atlantic alliance was being challenged on virtually all fronts at the same time,
causing the need for a reappraisal of relationships. In the Cold War with the
Soviet Union and its allies, the confrontation continued, but now it was being
combined with detente, i.e. cooperation on important military, political, and
economic issues. In the American-European relationship. it was obvious that
Europe was striking out more on its own. Not only France, but even loyal
West Gennany was developing its own policy, paI1icuiarly toward the Soviet
Union and Eastern Europe in the form of its Ostpolitik. Western Europe had
also come to count for more than it had in the early yeaI·s of NATO. With
Blitish membership in the European Community. the EC was beginning to
rival the United States in importance, at least economically. In Southern
Europe a democratic revolution was taking place.
On the other side of the Atlantic, even the Nixon administration was talking about the decline of the US and how it would now have to cooperate with
the other economic centers of the world. Such self-doubts were greatly stimulated by the American withdrawal from Vietnam and the Communist takeover
of South Vietnam. Also outside of Europe, the combination of tlle rise of the
Organization of Petroleum-Exporting Countries (OPEC) and the volatility of
the Middle East highlighted a growing energy problem that was to prove quite
troublesome in Atlantic relations. The rise of Japan and the Pacific lim was
also beginning to redefine the role and imp0l1ance of Western Europe in the
world. In 1979 trade across the Pacific v,·as to be greater than across the
Atlantic.
With all these redefinitions taking place at the san1e time, one can easily
imagine the strain they imposed on American-European relations; and,
indeed, many were the qUaITels and debates, on relations witl1 the Soviet
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Union, on alliance questions. the Middle East. Vietnam, energy matters. Yet,
this was nothing new, for there had always been quan'els and debates among
the NATO members; but these "vere more structural now than they had been
earlier, in the sense that they touched basic relationships not only single
issues, however important. What was amazing, though, was how well even
these more structural debates were contained within the alliance framework.
In a period when the United States felt it was in decline, it needed its cmcial allies in Western Europe even more than before. For their part, the
Europeans, while wanting to strike out more on their own, resisted anything
that might reduce the role of the United States in Europe, and thus continued
to issue their invitations to the United States to stay in Europe; in these years
the emphasis was particularly on the need for the American troops to remain.
Europe's dependence on America. especially militarily. endured. In fact,
Western Europe did not really expect to be the equal of the United States: it
did not eyen want to be. In this ba ic sense the American-Western European
relation-hip w - nor redefined.

American foreign policy had so far been formulated plimarily by the State
Department. The economic departments, primarily Treasury, Commerce, and
Agriculture, naturally paid much more attention to domestic economic interests than did State. But Presidents. normally backed by their National Security
Advisers, still tended to support State, pm1icularly since the economic depat1ments often were divided. If all these economic interests, inside the administration and in Congress, were to come together, they would represent a most
powelful coalition. All of them were clearly more skeptical to the EEC than
was the State Department; Agriculture and Commerce for the harm done to
their respective business clients, Treasury for the break with multilateralism
which regional economic integration represented.
This coming together of the economic interests was to take place under
Nixon, whose Republican administration was considerably more protectionist in its basic attitude than previous Democratic ones. For a decade de Gaulle
had represented the main challenge to the American policy on European integration. With de Gaulle's resignation in 1969, with the EC relatively unified on
t31iff matters, and with the American economic situation increasingly
strained, this was now changing.
The President's foreign policy report for 1970 stated, in tune with traditional US policy, that "We consider that the possible economic price of a truly
unified Europe is outweighed by the gain in the political vitality of the West as
a whole." The three economic departments expressed disagreement with this
statement. Instead they \vanted to emphasize the problems created by the EC,
problems that would only become greater with membership for Britain and
other EFTA counuies supplemented by the association of the former British
colonies. More and more Congress was weighing in on the side of the economic
depm1ments. In November 1970 Ni,xon sent Kissinger a note which expressed
the new mood: "K-It seems to me that we 'protest' and continue to get the
Sh0l1 end of the stick in our dealings with the Community." Agriculture was the
ptime example. "TIle Congress is simply not going to tolerate this too passive
attitude on the part of our representatives in the negotiations."
Such pressure from the economic departments and from Congress had to
be reflected in Nixon's foreign policy report for 1971. Compared with the
1970 report, in 1971 there was a noticeable shift toward underlining the many
problems the EC would create for the United States, \vhereas for years it had
been lIDclitically believed that a unified Western Europe would automatically
lift burdens from the shoulders of the United States: "The Ul.lth is not so
simple. European unity will also pose problems for Ametican policy, which
it would be idle to ignore:' Agriculture and preferential trading alTangements
with countries outside the EC were especially mentioned.
The United States was beginning to experience serious economic problems. It had long been nmning a balance of payments deficit, but from 1960
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the federal budget had also been in the red. Nonnally this would have caused
a devaluation, yet. due to the dollar's international position, Washington could
continue its spending ways. More than three-quarters of trade among nonCommunist countries and of central banks' reserves was in dollars. In the
course of 1967-8, the most important cUlTencies-the dollar, the pound, the
franc, and the mark-all experienced crises, demonstrating that the foreign
exchange market was effectively out of control. The introduction in 1968 of
a system of special drawing lights (SDR) to stabilize the market and to reduce
dependence on the dollar was only partly successfuL
With low economic growth and inflation producing the new phenomenon
of stagflation, America was in trouble. In 1971 the United States was for the
flrst time since 1893 running a deflcit not only in its balance of payments but
also in its balance of trade. Secretary of the Treasury John Connally was
telling the President that "The simple fact is that in many areas other nations
are out-producing us, out-thinking us and out-trading us." As so often,
Nixon's response was graphic: "We'll fix those bastards.,,25 The fix came in
the form of the Nixon-Connally economic measures of August 1971,
whereby the convertibility of the dollar into gold was suspended (the equivalent of a dollar devaluation), a 10 per cent surtax was added on imported
goods, and domestically a wage and price freeze was imposed. These measures signaled that finally the United States had decided to clean up its international financial act, and in doing so was paying far more attention to its
more narrowly defined economic interests than it had done previously.
The 1972 foreign policy report attempted to strike some sort of balance,
probably partly in response to much of the outside world's, celiainly including Western Europe's, strong criticism of the August measmes. On the one
hand, the repOli reiterated Washington's strong support for the geographical
enlargement of the Community represented by the possible membership of
Britain, Ireland, Denmark, and Norway. On the other hand, the problems
posed to the United States by the enlarged EC were certainly also mentioned,
and, as we shall SbOlilysee, these problems were not only economic.
In the analysis of Nixon-Kissinger, Atlantic cooperation worked well in
the secmity field, but not in the economic one. On several occasions this discrepancy led the President to ask whether "Atlantic unity in defense and security [can] be reconciled with the European Conmmnity's increasingly regional
economic policies?" He gave the answer himself-Europeans could not have
it both ways: "They cannot have the United States participation and cooperation on the security front and then proceed to have confrontation and even
hostility on the economic and political front." The conclusion was obvious: in
return for the security provided by the United States, the Europeans ought
really to become more conciliatory on the economic front; alternatively,
the United States would do less on the security front.26 Yet, there were
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clear limits to the kind of pressure the US should exert. Although in the
economic arena Nixon was convinced the "European leaders want to 'screw'
us and we want to 'screw' them," the overriding point was still that "We
should not allow the umbilical cord between the US and Europe to be cut and
Europe to be nibbled away by the Soviets.',27
3. In promoting an integrated Europe. Washington could actually be pushing
its best friends in Europe away from itself. An integrated Emope might
come to be dominated by Gau11istideas, clearly an undesirable outcome for
the Nixon administration too. Somewhat less dramatic, but more likely
than a Gaullist scenario, several countries in Emope followed the American
lead quite closely. but if their policies \vere to be submerged in a European
community the result could easily be greater distance toward the
United States. In Kissinger's words. "A confederal Emope would enable the
United States to maintain influence at many centers of decision rather than
be forced to stake everything on affecting the views of a single, supranational body."
In line with this argument, Nixon again started referring to the "special
relationship" with Britain, a term generally frmvned upon by earlier administrations in Washington. For Nixon-Kissinger there was no point in ending the
"special relationship." Quite on tlle contrary. tlle objective should be to bring
as many countries as possible into special relationships with Washington. The
Nixon administration, too, definitely wanted to get Britain into ilie EC, but a
close relationship with the UK could still be maintained in a confederal structure, while this would be impossible in a federal one. The British were also
skeptical toward supranationalism, an additional reason for Washington to be
the same.
The paradox was that now, when the United States finally took a strong
interest in the "special relationship," Britain was not really interested. Prime
Minister Edward Heath was more strongly committed to British membership
in tlle EC than any of his predecessors and \vas ready to accept the EC pretty
much as it stood. His strategy to accomplish membership for Britain included
putting some distance between the US and the UK, and, largely for this reason, the Nixon-Heath relationship remained somewhat distant.
Heath did succeed, however, in bringing Blitain into ilie EC. Not only was
he himself very pro-European, but British industrialists were also becoming
ever more so. Even more important were the changes on the otller side of
the English Channel, where Georges Pompidou held a more flexible position
on Blitish membership in the EC than had de Gaulle. This reflected ilie new
President's more pragmatic personality, but also, as \ve have already seen,
his uneasiness over West Germany's growing independence. The Six becanle
ilie Nine.
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4. Finally, the new American policy was undoubtedly also influenced by the
complex attitude Nixon and Kissinger had to\vard France in general and
toward de Gaulle in particular. They were both actually great admirers of the
French President, especially of his personal qualities, though they were less
enamoured of his attitude to the United States. As we have seen, the Johnson
administration had pursued a relatively calm policy in the face of de Gaulle's
challenge to American leadership, but Nixon-Kissinger wanted to take this
policy one step further.
A lower Amelican profile on European integration could help improve relations with de Gaulle and with his successor President Pompidou. (De Gaulle
retired only three months after Nixon had taken office.) Pushing for a supranational Europe clearly disnlrbed relations with de GaullelPompidou since
they were against it and \vanted a loose confederal structure. Nixon's initiation of secret American assistance to the French nuclear weapons project certainly also helped improve relations.
The Kennedy and particularly the Johnson administrations had expected
that the problems between the United States and Western Europe would
largely disappear when de Gaulle left the scene. The Nixon administration
also assumed that its new policy would help improve relations, and in some
respects relations did improve. Certainly the difficult issue of British membership of the EC was solved. Serious problems remained, however, as was
most clearly seen in connection with the so-called Year of Europe (1973).
The Year of Europe was Nixon-Kissinger's most ambitious attempt to
redefine and strengthen relations with Europe within the crucial Atlantic
framework. After heavy emphasis on the Soviet Union, China, and Vietnam,
Europe was again to be at the center of Washington ~sattention. In the speech
launching the scheme Kissinger stated that "The alliance between the United
States and Europe has been the cornerstone of all postwar foreign policy." In
the agenda for the future, the National Security Adviser affirmed that the
United States would continue to support the unification of Europe. "We have
no intention of destroying what we worked so hard to build." For the United
States, "European unity is what it has always been: not an end in itself but a
means to the sn'engthening of the West:' Washington would "continue to support European unity as a component of a larger Atlantic partnership." The
Atlantic franlework was essential, of course, but Kissinger's emphasis on
European unity was really a bit strong in view of the administration's reevaluation on this point.
Kissinger thought Pompidou had encouraged him to undertake the reappraisal implied in the Year of Europe speech. If this was indeed so, he was
soon disabused of the notion.28 The new Atlantic Charter that Kissinger proposed irked the Europeans, and not only the French, by pointing out that
while the United States had global responsibilities, the Europeans only had

more regional ones and by emphasizing the "linkage" between the maintenance of the American security guarantee and a European quid pro quo in the
economic sphere and with regard to military burden-sharing. In response, the
EC's draft agreement stressed the political equality of the EC and the US and
also refused to recognize any linkage bet\veen security and political and economic problems. It was in this context that Nixon presented his warning that
"the Europeans could not have it both ways."
The Year of Europe produced much heat, but little light. French-American
differences were substantial, even after de Gaulle. At the time of Pompidou's
death in April 1974, even Kissinger felt that US-French relations were at an
all-time low. He, who had so strongly accused earlier administrations of useless bickering with the French, ended up in the very same position.29 As we
saw in Chapter 5, Washington and most European capitals disagreed on the
right policy toward the Middle East, a critical issue in 1973, the Year of
Europe. Even the Btitish were skeptical about the scheme since they wanted
to prove themselves good Europeans, and in any case American leverage was
rapidly being reduced under the growing scandal of Watergate. There were
endless procedural wrangles. Should Washington negotiate with the three
main European capitals individually, with the Nine in the form of the
Commission, or with the country holding the EC presidency? The correct
answer seemed to be all of the above.
The debate more or less ended with the Declaration on Atlantic Relations
approved by the NOlthAtlantic Council in Otta\va on 19 June 1974. This document was consensus-oriented. but still largely based on American ideas. The
American secmity guarantee to Europe was tied to the Europeans assuming a
fair share of the defense burden. The linkage so urgently requested by the
United States was also vaguely recognized by an expression of intent that the
American-European security relationship "be strengthened through harmonious relations in the political and economic fields." Washington's fear that the
Europeans would "gang up" on the Americans was to be avoided by the
Europeans consulting the Americans before they reached decisions on important matters of common interest.
At the same time, the United States made significant concessions to the
Europeans. For the first time Washington explicitly recognized that the
British and French nuclear forces were "capable of playing a detelTent role of
their own contributing to the overall strengthening of the detelTence of the
Alliance.,,3o For Washington this meant fonnally giving up its long-held
policy of getting the two counhies to give up their independent detelTents. In
this context it helped that Washington, London, and Paris had a common
desire to keep the European \veapons out of the upcoming SALT II talks. In
fact, the Nixon administration was now willing to provide the French with
cmcial nuclear infoffilation, mostly in the form of "negative guidance," letting

French scientists present what they were doing. and then telling them whether
they were on the right track or not.3!
After Nixon's resignation in August 1974, President Ford had more pressing matters to deal with than American-European relations. In his very few
statements on Europe he tended to emphasize the role of NATO, not the EC.
The EC. on its side, \vas preoccupied with the adaptation of its three new
members. Still, US-European relations improved a great deal under Ford, for
although Kissinger continued as Secretary of State. Ford was prepared to listen more to the Europeans than Nixon had been. That was natural in view of
his more limited foreign policy experience. but his personality was also
friendlier than Nixon's had been. The changes in government in Europe in the
very same year also worked in a favorable direction in that the new men were
all more pro-Atlantic than their predecessors had been. In Btitain Wilson
came back as Prime Minister after Heath: when Wilson resigned in 1976 new
Prime Minister James Callaghan was even more Atlantic in orientation; in
France the more centtist Giscard d'Estaing succeeded Pompidou as President;
in West Germany Helmut Schmidt became the new Chancellor after Brandt
had to resign because of the Guillaume spy scandal.
France and NATO agreed on futther military cooperation both in peacetime
deployment of forces and wartime coordination in case of a Soviet attack.
Even the French nuclear \veapons were now seen in a wider European per- .
spective than simply as a Frenchforce de frappe. A regular system of consultation was set up between Washington and the capital of the country holding
the EC presidency. In 1975 regular meetings of the heads of govemment in
the five leading industrialized countries began (the US, the UK, France, West
Germany, and Japan)Y
The energy issue was to become really important and bothersome in allied
relations in the 1970s. The Arab embargo during the 1973 war stimulated
entirely different reactions in the West. France and the United Kingdom tried
to get around the embargo by making bilateral deals directly with the Arab oil
producers. West Germany, Italy, and most other EC members favored a coordinated European response. The United States and Holland pressed for cooperation among all Western oil-consuming countries. The various positions
clearly reflected the different extent to which they had been hit by the
embargo and the respective optimism with which they thought they could deal
with the Arabs. The United States also felt the obligation to assert its leadership on this issue, though the effect of the Arab embargo on the US was softened by the fact that it was much less dependent on imports than were the
Western European countries; much of what it impOlted also came from non.Arab countties: Venezuela, Nigeria, and Iran. Despite these differences, the
International Energy Agency (lEA) was formed in September 1974. France
chose not to join.

Washington wanted the oil consumers to organize themselves before they
started any dialogue with the oil producers. The Western countries ought first
to agree on measures such as energy conservation, reserve stocks of oil, and a
financial facility to strengthen the consumer nations. Ford-Kissinger were even
wining to hint at the use of military action to soften the oil producers, palticulady Westem-oriented Iran and Saudi Arabia. France, at the other extreme,
wanted to call an energy conference without any degree of advance coordination among the consumers, except that it wanted the EC represented as one unit.
Gradually, however, the Germans and the British came to SUppOlt the
Americans. France then modified its position, A producer-<:onsumer dialogue
was to be statted, but on the basis of Westem agreement in the areas mentioned.
In the ensuing negotiations the United States managed to isolate OPEC from
other Third World raw material producers who, on the one hand, were badly hit
by the rise in oil prices, but, on the other, saw the possibility of similar Caltels
with regard to their own raw materials. OPEC solidmity was also beginning to
crack. The price of oil held relatively steady. Then, however, the fall of the
Shah in 1978-9 and the rapid cut-back in h'anian oil production strengthened
OPEC once more. In 1973 the price of oil had quadrupled; in 1978-9 it doubled allain. The lEA was never to be the instrument that the United States had
hoped~for, although it did limit the scramble for bilateral deals somewhat.33
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the mid=1950s, therefore, it could be argued
that the Americans had achieved all of their key goals
in respect of European integration. They had fostered
European cooperation in key industries, and had
managed to get the West Germans integrated into
the NATO command and political structure. Led by
the State Department, US foreign policy elites saw
European integration as an unquestioned and positive contribution to western security, and also to the
development of a liberalized 'western' world economy centred on the Atlantic area. The Eisenhower
administration wanted this to go further, through
the entry into European institutions of Britain and
other key NATO allies. Thus, when the original six
member states of the ECSC set out in 1955 to create a
European Economic Community, US policy makers
aw this as positive, despite the fears of some that it
might constitute a protectionist economic bloc which
would damage American agricultural and industrial
interests (Winand 1993).
It is important to note, though, that this position
, ·as not aligned with some of the emerging realities of
life in the 'new Europe'. The British proved strangely
reluctant to immerse themselves in what they saw as
a econd-rank organization, partly because of their
_ rceived 'special relationship' with the USA itself.
_\t the same time, the French saw US enthusiasm for
:3ritish membership as a sign of a malign hegemony,
- wch led them ever more strongly to emphasize
e EEC's role as a point of resistance to US poli. . President Charles de Gaulle, who held power in
:Tance from 1958 to 1969, was especially sensitive to
- e American threat, and made constant efforts to
:::un the West Germans and others away from their
_--.rlanticistorientation. As a result, when in 1962 John
-=-. Kennedy made a major speech calling for the devel• ment of a true 'Atlantic partnership' between the
:'-nited States and a uniting Europe, this became a
ajor point of friction rather than a rallying point.
:1rroughout the remainder of the 1960s, the discourse
I:Ilong US policy makers about 'Atlantic partnership'

or 'Atlantic community' was countered by calls from
Paris for resistance to US domination and for the use
of the EEC as a means of fighting back (Calleo 1970;
Cleveland 1966). Ironically, this was accompanied by
a substantial flow of US foreign direct investment into
the EEC-a factor that was to contribute greatly to
integration at the transatlantic level, and to become a
significant influence on US foreign economic policy
(Krause 1968).
The late 1960s, therefore, saw contradictory trends
in US policies towards European integration. On the
one side, there was the continuing rhetoric of 'Atlantic
partnership' as part of the broader Cold War systema rhetoric which defined the EEC as part of the 'western system' and as the economic equivalent of NATO.
This rhetoric was strongly dedicated to the leading
role of NATO in western security, and incidentally
as a major source of US leverage over the countries
of western Europe. On the other side, there was the
rhetoric of 'adversarial partnership', focusing on the
challenge posed by the French and on the danger of a
developing 'third way' which might turn into a European form of neutralism or non-alignment. This second rhetoric was given added force by the economic
turbulence of the late 1960s, by the loss of dynamism
in the US economy, and by the feeling that the Europeans had profited from US financial and military
support without playing their full part in return.
In this context, the Nixon-Kissinger foreign policy
conducted between the late 1960s and the mid-1970s
played a crucial catalytic role. In economic terms,
Nixon and Kissinger subscribed to the view that
the USA was an 'ordinary country' which needed to
defend its national economic interests and to protect
itself against those who took advantage of the liberal
international economy (Rosecrance 1976). In security terms, the 'Nixon Doctrine' implied that America's
allies would have to do far more to protect themselves
and pay far more towards the costs of alliance, both in
Europe and elsewhere. For European integration, this
policy stance held important implications. It meant
that they could no longer rely on the USA as a benign
hegemonic force in the global economy, and that they
could no longer count on the unqualified support

of the USA for European defence. US policy makers
came to see European integration as much more of a
problem than a solution; the EEC's development of
foreign policy cooperation, with its insistence that the
Community was a 'civilian power', implied to US policymakers that the Community was a means of hiding
from international obligations and developing a form
of the non-alignment that they feared and despised.
The entry of the British into the EEC in 1973 thus
could be defined not as a triumph for US policy but
as a worrying move that could lead to the loss of their
most trusted ally. The Nixon-Kissinger response was
characteristic: Kissinger proclaimed 1973 'the year of
Europe' and called for the conclusion of a new Atlantic treaty in line with the administration's idea of the
global 'structure of peace' (Cromwell 1978). But this
initiative, which had not been discussed with any
European governments, fell on stony ground in a year
when the combination of EEC enlargement, conflict
in the Middle East, and an accompanying oil price
crisis preoccupied European policy makers.
US policies towards European integration during the early 1970s might thus be summarized as a
form of wary containment, but this misses the point
that the EEC had become a genuine economic rival
to the USA in a number of major areas. Although
the Community's plans for economic and monetary
union and political union by 1980 came to little or
nothing, the 1970s as a whole gave evidence of the
fact that the Americans needed the Community as
much as the Community needed them. Thus the
process of adjustment in US policy positions and
policy rhetoric could be observed especially during
the Carter administration between 1976 and 1980:
Europeans were seen as partners in interdependence
and as a focus for cooperation within international
institutions, although this was not without its own
difficulties in a period of economic stagnation (Hoffmann 1978). European foreign policy cooperation
was a source of worry, for example over the Middle
East where the Community members were much
more pro-Palestinian than was Washington, but as
it became clear that European declarations would
lead to little substantive policy change, this suspicion
moderated (Allen and Smith 1983).

Much of this apparent reconciliation was dissipated
by the events of the 'second cold war' and by the arrival of the Reagan administration in 1980. Reaganism
attacked the Europeans on two fronts. First, it politicized and 'domesticized' American foreign economic
policies, leading to a concentration on the needs of the
US economy but also to a strong emphasis on the sin
of 'trading with the enemy', in this case the Soviet bloc
in particular. For some Europeans, this rhetoric and
the subsequent application of 'extra-territorial' measures to restrict trade with the Soviet bloc was evident
of US unilateralism and a form of imperialism; for
others, such as the British, it was defined much more
positively as a reassertion of US leadership. That is certainly the way the US administration saw it: the USA
was the leader of the free world, and was assuming its
responsibilities (Allen and Smith 1989).
The second area in which US foreign policy challenged European integration was in the development
of the fledgling 'European' foreign and security policies. Here, we can see again the 'containment' aspect
of the US stance vis-a-vis European integration. US
policy makers felt strongly that they did not want
the Community to develop in such a way as to erode
NATO, or to reduce their capacity to form 'special
relationships' with individual EEC member states. In
pursuit of this stance, Washington was prepared to use
its connections with the British and others to ensure
that any new developments in the Community were
moderated and always made subject to the primary
role of NATO in ensuring European security (Treverton 1985; Joffe 1987). Thus during the late 1980s
when the revival of the Western European Union
created a platform for a distinct European defence
identity, the White House was quick to emphasize the
dire consequences of any attempt to duplicate or to
undermine NATO.
By the end of the 1980s, then, US policies towards
the European integration project continued to manifest a series of tensions and contradictions. Washington supported European integration in general, but
was never short of reasons for opposing it or criticizing it in particular contexts. US policy makers wanted
a strong European partner both within Europe and
the Atlantic area and in the broader global arena, but
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US policy makers and European integration

e Marshall Plan speech, 1947

-= is evident ... that, before the United States Govern~ent can proceed much further with its efforts to allevi-

:::ethe situation and help the European world on its way
:J recovery, there must be some agreement among the
:::luntries of Europe as to the requirements of the situa::on and the part those countries themselves will take in
:-der to give proper effect to whatever action might be
.1dertaken by the Government It would neither be fit:lg nor efficacious for this Government to undertake to
:-aw up unilaterally a program designed to place Europe
:1 its feet economically. This is the business of the Euro-

:eans. The initiative, I think, must come from Europe.
'-Ie role of this country should consist offriendly aid in
:-Ie drawing up of a European program and of later sup:ort of such a program so far as it may be practical for us
odo so. The program should be ajoint one, agreed to by
"number, if not all, of Europe's nations.
(Marshall 1947; George C. Marshall was
US Secretary of State)
~ e 'Declaration of Interdependence'-John
:_ Kennedy, 4 July 1962
--e nations of Western Europe, long divided by feuds
-.ore bitter than any which existed among the Thirteen
- lonies, are joining together, seeking, as our forefathers
l::ught, to find freedom in diversity and unity in strength.
--e United States looks on this vast new enterprise with
'.Jpeand admiration. We do not regard a strong and unit:: Europe as a rival but as a partner. To aid its progress
r25 been the basic objective of our foreign policy for 17
sm. We believe that a united Europe will be capable of
aying a greater role in the common defense, of respondr~ more generously to the needs of poorer nations, of
'ning with the United States and others in lowering
Ede barriers, resolving problems of currency and com,<>dities,and developing coordinated policies in all other
.:onomic, diplomatic, and political areas.We see in such
::urope a partner with whom we could deal on a basis
- full equality in all the great and burdensome tasks of
ilding and defending a community offree nations.
... I will say here and now on this day of independence
at the United States will be ready for a 'Declaration of
ierdependence', that we will be prepared to discuss

in the Cold War

with a united Europe the ways and means offorming a
concrete Atlantic partnership, a mutually beneficial partnership between the new union emerging in Europe and
the old American Union founded here 175 years ago.

The 'Year of Europe' speech: Henry Kissinger,
April 1973
The problems in transatlantic relationships are real. They
have arisen in part because during the fifties and sixties
the Atlantic community organised itself in different ways
in the many different dimensions of its common enterprise. In economic relations, the European community
has increasingly stressed its regional personality; the United States, at the same time, must act as part of, and be
responsible for, a wider trade and monetary system. We
must reconcile these two perspectives. In our collective
defense, we are still organised on the principle of unity and
integration, but in radically different strategic conditions.
The full implications of this change have yet to be faced.
Diplomacy is the subject of frequent consultation, but is
essentially being conducted by traditional nation states.
The United States hasglobal interests and responsibilities.
Our European allies have regional interests. These are not
necessarily in conflict, but in the new era neither are they
automatically identical. In short, we deal with each other
regionally and even competitively in economic matters,
on an integrated basisin defense, and as national states in
diplomacy. When the various collective institutions were
rudimentary, the potential inconsistency in their modes
of operation was not a problem. But after a generation of
evolution and with the new weight and strength of our
allies, the various parts of the construction are not always
in harmony and sometimes obstruct each other.
(Kissinger 1973; Henry Kissinger was
US Secretary of State)
'The transatlantic relationship: a long-term
perspective'
I have often discussed with European friends the different
requirements for a nation with global responsibilities to
those with more regional concerns. The use of the word
global is not meant in any arrogant fashion Nor is it to
deny the interests that several European nations retain in

areas of the world beyond their continent.

But the sheer

scope of American interests engages us in a different set
of perspectives and imperatives. I am persuaded that
despite periodic inconsistencies (mainly on our part) and
even more frequent crises of policy disagreement (emanatingfrequentlyfrom
the European side) members ofthe
alliance can still forge a strong consensus on most issues
of importance.
. [but] ... now may well be the appropriate moment for all of us-Eu ropeans and Americans-to
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terms.

take a new look at where we should be going together and
how we should get there ... The two pillars of a 'smarter'
relationship, in my opinion, are: increasing respect for
the differences in our alliance; and a more coordinated
approach-across
the board-to
all political, economic
and security issues with our European allies.
(Eagleburger 1984; Eagleburger was US Under Secretary
of State for Political Affairs)

--
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mtic fervor of the early 1960s had a good deal to do wrtl1
~d counterpredilections of the New Frontiersmen and
:t that so many foreign policy figures from the Truman

and Eisenhower years remained active in public or semipublic lif '.
And yet there was a sense that the demand for their ideas had ebbed
as the ways of making policy had changed. "U.S. leadership no
longer is possible on the basis of our ability to aid others
in material ways," wrote Jack Tuthill to Ball in early 1961.81Thus, in
spite of Rusk's best efforts to consolidate the Atlantic chorus into :l
single, nonpartisan whole, the Atlantic Council found itself cast ill
the role of the loyal opposition. As was often the case, it was part po
litical, part personal. Soon after the council was formed, its new
chair, General Norstad, along with Ted Achilles, who, as resident vi .(.
chair until the mid-1980s, ran it as "his personal plaything," pro
posed to launch a special commission on European policy, a sort 01
Action Committee for the West and a quiet back channel to <.Iv
Gaulle.82 The administration demurred, with a dismissive Rusk tell.ing
Achilles, "I don't think we need to be too worried about losing OUI
virginity on this one."83 For his part, Schaetzel took the challenli,('
more seriously, noting that "it cannot be ignored that the initiativ(1
being proposed by the Council amounts to an implicit attack on tll('
President's European policy."84 Achilles and the more doctrinain'
Atlanticists on the council's board came to depict the administr:1
tion's rhetoric of partnership as a betrayal of the community spirit
upon which the postwar transatlantic relationship was found d.
"The twin pillar approach," wrote Achilles in 1967, "seemed 10
many of us in the ACUS a completely dead duck." The unifying go:d
of the Europeanists, in other words, was laudable, "provided that il
was outward-looking
and contributed toward Atlantic, or V'II
wider, unity. "85By this point the two sides had coalesced into W:II'
ring camps, as suggested by the following exchange of letter lw
tween Monnet and Wally Moore:
MONNET: I think ou; objective is common: the unity of th .
West. I think that our ways to reach it are very diffcrcnt.
I, for one, believe that the reality of the Atlantic unity all
only be reached by the way of creating the unity of EurOI ('
and an effective partnership between Europe and thc Un i l ·d
St:lt s....

M
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MONNET: On one point I should like to comment straight
away. In your letters to Sponsors, you say that "The US Sponsors agreed with the unanimous advice of the above (and of
Jean Monnet) that we should continue this year our all-out
offensive to bring about a 'true Atlantic Community' .... " A
"true Atlantic Community" is generally understood by most
people as a system of relations between the United States UK
and the various separate nations of Europe. I do not b~liev~
this will work - as I told you and many of our friends - I believe that the transformation of relations must be between
the USA on one hand and a European federation-including
the U.K.-on the other hand, a relations of equal partners ....
MOORE: You may recall that during our talk in your office
last November we did not discuss how Atlantic relations
should be arranged although your own views on that question
were, of course, well known to me.
Actually the text of the Second Declaration ... does not
deal with the form of Atlantic organization but only with the
substance. [Monnet's red exclamation point appears here in
the margin] Some of our signers prefer the system of Atlantic
relations which you ascribe to us. But others, on both sides of
the Atlantic, prefer the arrangement of "equal partners"
which you yourself advocate
.
While the Declaration
has never addressed itself formally to the precise form of "the true Atlantic Community" ...
we have, over the past years, conducted a dialogue with some
of our signers ....
Meanwhile, it seems to us unwise to adopt too rigid a position with regard to the ultimate organization of the Atlantic
Community
.
MONNET:
let me say just this. The term "Atlantic Community" well describes the Community of interest and civilization that binds the West. But it seems to me and to many
other Europeans potentially misleading in so far as it suggests
that Atlantic problems are likely to be settled by the same
I 1"0 'cdures as those at work in the European Communities.
And r particularly do not believe that "political integration" is
possibl "on an I\thnti basis" lInl ss thcrc is not only equality
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the participants. This can only be achieved by the unification
of Europe ....
MOORE: While, for understandable reasons, you declined
our invitation to sign the "Statement" we think that you will
be interested in the attached list of those who did sign it.86
It was no wonder then that people on each side termed one another
"theologians."
IN THE MEANTIMETHEREWASEurope to deal with. The first crisis
happened, not surprisingly, in Berlin - that" navel in the human
body, cut off with contact with the mother, ugly in itself, but without
it one would lose face."87Following Nikita Khrushchev's emergenc
as the Soviet leader after 1956, tensions began to worsen. Nearly two
years later, Khrushchev issued an ultimatum for the end of the city's
military occupation. In 1959, the Western powers proposed a new
peace plan based in large part on work that had been done by the
U.S. State Department.88 If the German hands then had moderated
Dulles's propensity to negotiate over Berlin - for despite his tough
rhetoric, Dulles, who considered himself as knowledgeable about
Germany as anyone, was more likely to make concessions ov r
Berlin than his Democratic predecessors-they
would do the same
thing for Kennedy, only in reverse, in order to ensure that the do r
of diplomacy remained open. When the new president m t
Khrushchev in Vienna in June 1961, the latter would make a notor,i
ously aggressive first impression as soon as the conversation moved
to Berlin. Then came construction of the "monstrosity" of the Berlill
Wall in August, followed by the missile crisis in October 1962, os
tensibly about Cuba but really, according to the official consensus :It
the time, about Berlin. As Kurt Birrenbach later put it, "the Berlill
Crisis practically ended with the Cuba Crisis, where your coune,'
showed that you were ready to use force, if necessary."89 Next eh "'('
was Kennedy's 1963 trip to Germany that "immensely moved" I illi.
Bill Tyler recalled their visit to the Cologne cathedral, hearing,
that rhythmic, almost hysterical scanning of his name: "K 11ne-dy, Ken-ne-dy". They all shouted and staml I eheir r'vl
:1nd pron un d eh s sylhbl s with 'norl11OUS('llIhll, ill,'lll
.tlll!
Oll I"·If t II: I I h . poplIli\l'it
(11"t II(' Pr', id('111
I
0111('

thing which went far beyond anything that could be accounted for by an act, or policy, or by the fact that he was
President .... We were nearly crushed to death.
Later when Kennedy gave his famous speech at the Berlin Wall, his
sister, Eunice Shriver, said, "Oh, John, you're the champion," and
the president turned to Tyler: "It's quite something, it's really something, isn't it?"90
Matters had not seemed so glorious two years earlier. Paul Nitze
asked, "Shall we venture war rather than yield? If not, shall we acquiesce through a negotiation?" This was the critical questioIl facing
the Kennedy administration when it came into office.91 It could not
l~ave been more focused on Berlin, even though many of its leading
lIghts chose, especially in retrospect, to interpret Khrushchev's Viennese demarche as a bluff.92 Those with experience on the ground did
not do so, and continued to fear the worst. Typical was the warning
from Bill Tyler:
[R]esponsible circles in the Dept. [assume] that Kruschev [sic]
doesn't set great store by Berlin really, and that he would be
prepared to live and let live, were it not for the perpetual
goading to which the GDR subjects him, and the ensuing necessity of making a show of positive effort to hold [Walter]
Ulbricht in line .... This trend, of course, is playing K's game
to the hilt.93

La Periode
Texane

/)' Gaulle's NATO withdrawal-who's
who revisited-Lyndon
johnson's approach to Europe-the Kennedy Round-bridge
build/IIt~ and the acceleration of detente

OMMYTHOMPSON,who :first appeared several chapters ago in
interwar Geneva, had just begun his second tour as ambassador
to the Soviet Union. By the early 1960s, he had risen to occupy
1111 Ill'l":1ldedplace of Loy Henderson as the senior Soviet hand in the
.II JlIII'1111 nt and, if the White House transcripts of the Cuban Mis11\ (;risi present an accurate picture, the one to whom nearly
I
I I 011' deferred
on all such matters. He characteristically saw
111111111',11 th fog to the essence of the problem in 1963. Europe, he
111il'. wou I I remain unstable so long as Berlin was unresolved, and
11111 IV,i.' IWt in the cards anytime soon. The only way de Gaulle
IlIlild pi' 'vitil in his aim to reinvent France as a great power would be
11I1111'Ollpl'
th ''Unit d tates and European nuclear deterrents. That
Illdd Illi'I\11 I in' ,( ~ 'rt1litn 1'\) /,'r:t11- through:1 ';1' n -h I1U I :11'
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Europe appeared to accept the American military umbrella, just as
they were "unwilling to provide conventional forces ade~uate to
United States strategy [and were] highly suspicious of [Amencan] efforts to force them to do so." Thus the Multilateral Nuclear Force, if
it ever had a chance of succeeding politically, would not have made
much of a difference on the ground. Thompson may have supported
it for political reasons, but only while also urging that France be
given nuclear technological assistance, the price for that being the admission of the United Kingdom to the Common Market.1 Apart
from the MLF, all of this would happen by the middle of the 1970s.
It may not have been a grand design, but, eventually, it seemed like a
good bargain.
.
De Gaulle, however, was in no mood to wait. He announced 111
March 1966 that France would leave NATO's unified military command. Few people in EUR were shocked. "It would be amazing,"
wrote one longtime observer of France, "if the withdrawal of France
from NATO had not been taken in the United States, and especially
in governing circles in this country, very badly indeed. Indignation,
anger, regret, variously mingled and intense, are natural responses;
surprise is not."2 De Gaulle had waxed unfavorably about NATO
(the organization, but not the treaty or the alliance-an
important
distinction) for several years.} During the summer and fall of 1965
French foreign minister Couve de Murville had warned that d<:
Gaulle planned to take a step of this nature, although most peopk
expected it to come in 1969 with the treaty's twenty-year renewal.: 11
came earlier for various reasons, namely, that de Gaulle was worn d
about the upcoming 1967 parliamentary elections and the likelihood
of an end to his tenure in office.s
Just as significant from the point of view of EUR as the "Gauliisl
disruption" was the American reaction to it. For most in th: bur ':~lI\
de Gaulle and his methods were a fact of life, whether one hked h1111
or not. But for Ball, Acheson, and, by extension, the higher levels 01
the State Department, the de Gaulle affair proved to be som t11i'II',
of a crucible in their strained relationship with Lyndon Johnson. 1\1
though the Vietnam War continued to affect that relati01~shi!
III
Acheson's favor and to Ball's disfavor-it was the determln:1.lloI1 1.1
both men to "take de Gaulle to Coventry" that thr at n'd wh, I 'VI'I
momentary standing they had wid, eh, pr 'sid 'Ill Oil 1';III'OIW,\11
,Ii
f:lir,'.' .I0111lS011
would IH':II'II()II('of it. 1\1 nil illf,llIllill,' 111('('li,'l',11II

May 19, 1966, the two sides came to verbal blows. "It is never difficult
to ignite the Acheson powder magazine," Bruce noted in his diary,
"and the President's spark set off an explosion." While Rusk and
McNamara tried to calm things down, "Acheson visibly seethed in
silence; LBJ looked like a human thundercloud."7 Acheson, finding
himself "in the middle of a whole series of intra- USG vendettasDefense vs. State, White House vs. State, JCS vs. McNamara,
Semitic-Gaullists vs. European Integrationists, and LBJ-turn-theother-cheekism vs. DA-let-the-chips-fall-where-they-mayism,"
let
loose: "I lost my temper .... Rusk and McNamara dove for cover
while Ball and I slugged it out with Mr. Big. Dave Bruce was a
'harmed witness. It was exhilarating."8
Soon after, Acheson upbraided Francis Bator at a dinner party
(hosted by the British, no less): "[Y]ou know what you did? You
lI1adethe greatest imperial power the world has ever known kiss de
~aulle's arse!"9 But Johnson held firm to the line set down earlier by
Kennedy: as much as de Gaulle's attitudes and actions could infuri:lte, the United States still needed to do business with him. Where
flattery did not work, patience just might. "Hostility to General de
;;llIlle is not a policy," Bundy once wrote. "He is a most difficult man,
I LJ t these problems existed before him and will continue after him. "10
For most people on the sidelines, however, being anti-Gaullist
W:1S synonymous
with being anti-French. There were very few wellI(Ilown American devotees of de Gaulle apart from Walter Lippmann
dlld Senators Frank Church and William Fulbright,u Many of their
('on temporaries regarded the general as a romantic figure out of the
I i Iin of France, an almost exotic brand of nationalist and, perhaps less
\·haritably, "a twentieth-century
Don Quixote," "an aging mon",oos ," surrounded by "sickly cobras." At root he was aloof, inseI'll r', I rickly, and ambivalent;
an older, more bitter version of the
I hill who had been shunned as "the asparagus."12 Accordingly, reacIii 111 LO de Gaulle's latest rebuff ranged from the annoyed to the hys11'1i ':\1, with most people in EUR landing cynically closer to the
11111\\('1'.
M:1ny took de Gaulle at his word, recognizing that there did
ill 1\1 'j 'xist alt rnativ conceptions of transatlantic order but that, as
1111111 POSI.,.,
ill'$ I h,.:1s d it long :1go, "we shall n t alway agre
illl "'l':lIH' ':111 Ilion' tlli\11,,',.:111(' , will, Iw:l. S :1gr' 'wir! LIS, I Ul I
1111111 tllill tillolll;IHHIl il willlH' 1 ('('OP,lli/',(·dIhn! till' difr<'I'l'II('CH
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Well, not quite. De Gaulle's vision was political and differed
from dumbbellism on philosophical as well as practical grounds,
and in substance though not in form: As Christopher Emmet noted,
"The theory is O.K. as an ideal to strive for, but its effect in giving
the Gaullists their only respectable argument was unfortunate."14 De
Gaulle promoted a strong, united Europe, not in the Monnet sense
of mixed sovereignties but rather as a traditional alliance of nationstates, ideally under French hegemony. "Like Hitler," de Gaulle
"thought we should leave Europe to him," only his Europe would
not be a "Third Force" but "a Second Force in the West."l5 Or, as
the Economist put it succinctly in December 1962, this was a clash
between "unity" and "parity," and "the two may in the end prove
irreconcilable." 16
De Gaulle's American opponents rightly saw his challenge as
providing an affront to their vision of transatlantic cooperation and
an opening for neutralism. But his defenders had something of a
point: de Gaulle had been snubbed at Nassau; his quest for a national
deterrent was a legitimate expression of realpolitik, particularly given
suspicions that the United States and the Soviet Union would negotiate arms reductions over his head or, alternatively, might go to war,
dragging his nation and the rest of Europe in with them. Thus, h
made it clear that his decision did not apply to the Alliance itself but
merely to the hierarchical sharing of military resources and control
within NATO; he preferred that only French officers command
French troops, and this extended naturally to France's new nuclear
weapons. Otherwise de Gaulle, as his behavior during the Cuban
Missile Crisis demonstrated, could be a loyal ally when it really
counted. That he had defeated the Communists at home, extricatcd
his country from Algeria, and continued to inspire the French people
with national pride should have reassured his American allies. But
then there was the man himself. Officials on both sides of the At
lantic who were able to see past his personality and rhetoric waSl 'il
little time in making sure that the NATO baby was not thrown Lit
with the bathwater. By the early 1970s the various NATO ambass:1
dors treated their French colleague like any other repres 1 taliv .' I '11('
Gaullists back home to whom he reported did not 'XI))' 'ss lh 'sliglll
'SI d 'gr-' or :lnnoyan' _.'7
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State Department.1s At each point the White House asserted a more
cautious plan of action. The interesting thing about this was that
EUR, apart from Schaetzel, who served as deputy assistant secretary
during most of this period, did not subscribe to the Europeanist ideology or the policies they were meant to defend; indeed, the views of
most people in the bureau were closer to those of the NSC than to
those of Ball and his small group of allies. Supporting EUR and the
White House was Acheson's own tribe of acolytes in the office of the
undersecretary of State, U. Alexis Johnson, especially Jeff Kitchen
and Sey Weiss. In league with Paul Nitze's office in the Pentagon,
they helped to mount the rearguard action against the MLF.19
Aligned with them was David Klein, Bundy's shrewd assistant on
the NSC who also happened to be a foreign service officer and vetcran of EUR. Bundy had decided he needed "a stuffy foreign service
officer with some Soviet/German experience" following the construction of the Berlin Wall. Bill Tyler recommended Klein.20 Bundy
hired him after a single meeting.
The bureaucratic map was therefore more complicated than
nameless flowcharts might otherwise suggest. Individual policy positions adhered less to office stereotypes than to networks of patron:1geand "like-mindedness," including those that extended back and
forth outside government, and to coalitions on the inside. Labeling
which official stood where, therefore, is less relevant historically
than knowing that EUR lost considerable influence over foreign policy for the first time since World War II. This was because the politi'alleadership of the department, namely, Ball, presumed itself to be
both more knowledgeable and imaginative than the diplomatic professionals. That had happened before, particularly with Dean Acheson in the Truman years, but the effects on the institution this time
were the opposite, mainly because Acheson, unlike Rusk, had enhanced the department's standing through a close relationship with
his president. Kennedy and Johnson, by contrast, reposed little faith
inState. Where they did not neglect it outright, they infiltrated it
wi lh cri tics. One such person was the former attorney general
Ni 'holas Katzenbach, who became undersecretary in 1966. Miriam
Cnnll s's 011 011 a uc,JeHParsons, noted that Katzenbach "couldn't
'are I 'S5 at out eh' sellior offi' 'rs .... Ililc in pli I th:1l f.\ood In 'II
l'()ltld:ls w ,II or h '11('I'lw 1'(11111<1 o(lIsid . 50 wll have a siull I old :111(1
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Katzenbach's problems were not entirely of his own making. Rusk,
for instance, forgot to tell him that he had hired Walt Rostow's
brother Gene, a Yale Law School professor and onetime Acheson
protege "who had been waiting for the call since 1948."22 Unfortunately, Rostow had fired Katzenbach from the law school's faculty;
the two spent a good deal of time avoiding one another on the seventh floor. This story was typical. For all his virtue, diligence, and
decency, Rusk was not a very good manager. Unwilling to stick his
neck out, overworked by Vietnam and other crises, and overly submissive to the White House and Pentagon, Rusk left EUR and most
other bureaus of the department little choice but to wither.
Bureaucracies, as we know, abhor a vacuum. Enter Francis Bator,
Intense, quick on his feet, resourceful, and occasionally audacious,
Bator was a Hungarian immigrant who served in the army and
worked for Max Millikan at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, having received a Ph.D. there in economics with a minor in
Central European diplomatic history done under the direction
f
Karl Deutsch. In 1961, he was working at the RAND Corporation;
this led to a job with the Agency for International Development and
then to one on Bundy's staffY He was well liked. His boss said 01
him, "He has the sophistication of the Central European, the good
manners of the Grotonian, the intellectual acuteness of the Institute
[MIT], and the splendid combination of human qualities for whi ,II
all residents of Cambridge are noted."24 He also had an importanl
ally in Walter Lippmann, for whom he did occasional research and
writing. When Bundy left the NSC, Bator established a parallel rcl.
tionship with Bundy's replacement, Walt Rostow, similar to the 11('
Rusk had with Ball: Though nominally his deputy, Bator oversaw :111
matters pertaining to Europe and international economics, an I rt'
ported directly to the president.25
Bator's counterpart at EUR was Leddy, regarded by one fornl 'I
subordinate as "the most knowledgeable economist ever to s rv' illl
Assistant Secretary of EUR." After some skirmishing over wi 0 Wil
in charge of European policy, he served Bator quietly as a ba k ·11:111
nel and deferred to him, not only because frequent back I roJ I '1111
kept h.im away from work but also because th' star of his p:\II'OIl,
B:1I1,had f:lll n so I W,~(. It was l3:ll0r th 'n, who, by his, . '011111,
,'il'l',II'
h:llld'lI
I rOII)',11IfOCllSto ill' "ill 'sl;:lp:,hl d(' '(,lltl':"i:t,~'d w,l II
11,llldlilll'.I 'Lldoll,' wilil I':IIIIIIW" 1,11,'1 illl', tlll'II('sid 'III',', dl'l'il,illlll,

Another disadvantage for Leddy was that he succeeded a man
I Ilown as "perhaps the most cultivated person in the department":
I~illTyler. He was not a favored choice but got the job because he
was Kohler's deputy and there had been no consensus on a successor,
,'till, Tyler earned points with the White House after serving espel'ially well as interpreter with de Gaulle.28 "Amiable , a bon vivant ,
highly intelligent, an expert linguist [fluent in French, German,
,'panish, and Italian, with] a pleasing personality and sound judg111Cl1t,
a thoroughly exceptional man," Tyler had been born in France
I an American expatriate, Royall Tyler, and his Italian wife. Tyler
!1I"re was also a displaced American: he had grown up in Biarritz,
where his mother moved after the death of her husband. He was an
1\1 I friend of Allen Dulles's and had helped him set up the OSS staI ion in Bern, then went on to direct Red Cross efforts in Europe and
11,1<.1 many close friends in the foreign service.29 His wife, Elisina, had
,'Illigrated to England with her sister, who went on to become the
I;I'Stwoman to hold a chair in Italian at the University of Birmingh,llll, There Elisina married the publisher Grant Richards, whom she
1.11 orleft for Tyler. The two moved in an elegant circle of friends, in, III ling Robert and Mildred Bliss, Bill Tyler's godparents, who doIl,Hcd Dumbarton Oaks to Harvard and made him its first director ,
".. wcll as Edith Wharton, which is how Tyler became Wharton's litl'I';try executor. Wharton's chauffeur lived at the Tylers' chateau at
i\ 11lignyuntil he died.3D Like his father, Tyler was educated at Har1(lW and Oxford, and was, also like his father, an amateur historian,
,1111
horing a book about the dukes of Burgundy, He was in his twenIi,s before he visited the United States, where he went in 1932 to
work in a bank, even though he had really wanted to pursue a career
j II I h . fi ne arts. His godparents meanwhile tried to get him a job in the
'1.11 ' Department.
When war broke out, Tyler found himself in
II0sIon, making short-wave propaganda broadcasts for the station
\X!I{ L under the name l'Americain-Bourguignon.
From there he
w,\" S . ·onded to the Office of War Information in North Africa ,
\ h,'I" he got to know many leaders of the Free French. After the war
Ill' join 'd the foreign service, serving under Jefferson Caffery, David
111111
l', :111
IJimmy Dunn in Paris. To Bruce, Tyler was "serene, hu111111
Illl." wit I , s 'ho!:lrl,
, , , th ' most superior man in the Foreign
1;"1 i('" 11' is l1l\ld\'SI IIl1s\,I(;..II, \1I1:\SS
,rtiv " t ut through character,
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With Ball over him and Schaetzel under him, Tyler had a tough
hand to play. Like Bruce, he was not wont to assert himself, prefer~
ring to be asked for advice and almost always giving it, cautiously,
Above all, he was keen to preserve the appearance of influence and
the prerogatives of office. He later recalled, in referring to the orien~
tation of Ball and company:
One thing I did not do and could not have done would have
been. , . in anything I said or wrote, to appear to be deviating
from our position and our policy goals. If I had felt that a matter
of principle was involved, I would have resigned. But I didn't
feel my integrity was at stake, because I was entirely in sympathy with the objective, but not with the means pursued. But I
kept this to myself. It was just not a realistic position for us to
take, and I feared the effect it might have on our relations with
certain other European countries, in addition to France, if we
pressed so hard that it seemed as though we were completely
and unremittingly beholden to the prospect of somehow using
our power and our political clout to try to impose European
political integration when Europe itself was not ready for it.32
Thus, Tyler worked in league with Bundy and against the spiril 01
both his boss and deputy. Tyler was certainly not a Europeanisl ill
the Monnet mold, but neither was he a Gaullist, the occasional suspi
cion notwithstanding. If asked, he probably would have said h WII'
just doing his job and had no such allegiances one way or the OtlH'1
Like Bruce, he preferred the cultivation of trust behind the scen 's ill
the usual formula: "[W]e ought to take our foot off the European ,II
celerator pedal and ... leave it to the Europeans to work out wll('ll
and how they propose to organize themselves into an entity wlli\'11
would constitute a basis for partnership."33 It was this judgm nl 111111
drew them together, along with Bohlen and Klein, into a SLIttI(, hili
effective source of influence upon Bundy and Kennedy. As a 1'('Sld"
the latter two were predisposed to reject Ball's and Owen's insist '1111
that Europeans were "inexperienced teenagers" who wou lei c, II 'V('Iill 1
anything by themselves."3" On each issuc-thc MU', d
:wll, ,'11\'
I It-I'h'
t 'nel d LO k p lh -ir lhoughls 10 lh 'ms 'Iv's, ,S 'I' 11'1pili
it, II' inti 10 follow lIll' poli(' lill(' wllil, -:lSlilll' dOldli ,lIld pl\IIIII1P
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His career would appear to have suffered little from his isolation
,11 the top of his bureau. When Bohlen began to hint that he was
I' 'ady to give up the Paris embassy, Tyler would have been an obviIIUS candidate to replace him. But Tyler insisted on being named am11:lssador to the Netherlands. His reason was a mystery to most
p 'ople, apart from the few who knew that his mother was rumored
10 be the illegitimate great-great-granddaughter
of Napoleon Bonap:lrte's brother, Louis, the king of Holland. It seemed therefore a fitlillg place to end one's diplomatic service.36
'I'IIEREWERETWOIMPORTANT
achievements in transatlantic relations
I hat would ultimately overshadow the crises and setbacks in the
I( 60s. These were the completion of the Kennedy Round of multi1.11 Tal trade negotiations and the so-called bridge building initiative
I hat laid the basis for a political and economic opening to Eastern
1':11 rope. Their success was a repudiation of dumbbellism and marked
,I I'-turn to the traditional goal of an expansive Atlantic Community.
Illnor, whose fingerprints were on both, depicted the alternatives a
Ilil differently: There were actually "three visions" at play: Monnet's,
ill' I\tlanticists', and a third, not de Gaulle's but some other formula
Illvolving a "scheme of U.S.-Soviet disengagement in Europe which
would allow the unification of Germany," which in reality meant a
Idlld of growing out of the Cold War. If the focus on the first two
1V.1S primarily on the West, the third placed the burden of change
IIJlOIlCentral and Eastern Europe.37 But first the Western half of EuIllp , needed to get its house in order.
'I'his began with a reconfiguration of the trading relationship with
1111' ,ommon Market. The Kennedy Round began in 1964 under the
II'ild 'rship of Treasury Secretary Douglas Dillon, a Republican and
1':1/1 'llhowcr's ambassador to France, who appeared here in Chapter
II, III I ' 'ause
. Jt
" lllVOve
I d .core economIC. re I'atlOns h'IpS b etween t h e
IllIil 'd States and Europe, EUR, or specifically, the new office within
I"lll{ - a spi n-off of RA called Regional Political and Economic AfI iii,', or R.PE-was heavily involved alongside the Bureau of EcoIIIlillie !\ffairs (E) and the undersecretary for political affairs, who
It i III 'II th - aforcmclltioned Gene Rostow. Rostow was a talented
11111,d1,'1I':\'1-I1IiJld'd hwy 1', ab ut whom Bator's assistant Ed
1IIIIIIiliorlOll('l' I'tpon('dl s:lid, "I'lldkill!!. 10 him was lik watching
II ',11',11 hil', wool h:dl 110:11 ,i1HIV(' flllll' f('I'1off 1111' flool' p:lssil'l', slowll

by. "39 He was supportive, but the nominal protagonist of the
Kennedy Round was none other than Eisenhower's former secretary
of state, Christian Herter, who would barely live beyond the end of
the negotiations. Herter agreed to lead them, and hired two deputies:
Mike Blumenthal and William Roth, who later replaced Herter as th '
first U.S. trade representative. Things got off to a slow start, but ultimately came to a head in 1965 with Roth and Blumenthal shuttling
back and forth to Geneva and the "Bator command group" overseeing the coordination back in Washington.4o They were supported by
RPE's Deane Hinton and E's Thomas Enders-who
became known
as the Kennedy Round's dueling duo, a loosely rendered doppelganger of Blumenthal and Roth. Hinton and Blumenthal were salty,
street-smart operators; Enders and Roth were more urbane, although just as tough, especially Enders, whom Roy Jenkins rated S
"an impressive, self-confident, over-tall Yale man, who I think is
probably very good."4J In the 1970s, both men would end up as am
bassadors to the European Community and as assistant secretari ','
for economic and business affairs. Enders, in particular, was know II
for "plugging everything in the right sockets" and had his own polil i
cal ambitions. With their help, Blumenthal and Roth reached a d ':d
in Geneva after more than two years of tortuous negotiations and
following a critical intervention on the part of President John 011,
who ordered that agriculture was not equivalent to industry and SII
sealed the dea1.42Dean Rusk wrote to the negotiators, "Warmest COil
gratulations on a superb job beautifully done." To Bob Schaetl', ,I,
Acheson noted that the result was "better than I dreamed possibl '. "'11
It was a comparably unsung example of successful bureaucratic C( OJl
eration, although it might not have seemed so harmonious at the til1\(,
In order to grasp the political import of the Kennedy Round alII1
why EUR veterans like Hinton regarded it as having so long-iasl itll'.
a success, one must take a step back and note that the trade n gOI id
tions culminated a decade of difficult external and internal readj II'. I
ments toward and within Europe.44 Largely, this had to do willi i111
effort-strongly
endorsed by Monnet-to
bring Britain inlo ill
Common Market and with the related need to ensure that I"h 11\:1111'1
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Iless," who told the British entirely on his own that the United States
would support their application unwaveringly. Soon after, a previously skeptical Macmillan took him aside and said, "[W]e are going
I\) do this thing." Ball proceeded, again largely on his own initiative,
I () lobby Walter Hallstein and other conc~rned Europeans in favor of
Ilritish admission.46 But the economic team in EUR was not fully on
hoard. Joe Greenwald, one of its top officers, warned back in 1961
d)!,:1instmoving too fast, urging instead that American rhetoric "serilllisly and scrupulously follow our announced policy of leaving the
d ' 'ision up to the UK." An interagency committee on the "tangled
,rlhir" of British entry was chaired by Bill Tyler and reached similar
'onclusions, as did Bundy, who sounded perplexed by Ball's aclivism. Walt Butterworth, then the American representative to the
1':llropean Communities, even insisted that the United States raise
ill' stakes with the British: "Given the entire record of recent years,
\ . must take a hardheaded, objective view of new overtures from
I,ondon .... If they want in, they will have to pay a political price in
I II ,f rm of a genuine commitment to the Continent. They full well
Ililow what the alternatives are, and nothing is to be gained by our
11'1 ing as agents to communicate to the Europeans their feelings of
IHII',I'.ledor outraged innocence."47
M :1cmillan and de Gaulle met at Rambouillet just days before
I I'llnedy met with Macmillan at Nassau to sort the Skybolt mess.
(' IIOWknow that de Gaulle told Macmillan that the British applicalit 11\ would be rejected, as indeed it was that January. "What hit us?"
111,111
a Briton asked. Monnet might have wondered something simiI,ll' il was the only time he was ever seen drinking a martini before
dlllll'l", recalled Jack Tuthill. But the question was not whether it
\\'Illllt! be done, but how. "At Rambouillet," de Gaulle was reported
III 1,,1 v recalled, "Mr. Macmillan came to me to say that we ought to
1111i11'
our two forces. Several days later he went to the Bahamas. NatII1II11, I II:1.tchanged the tone of my press conference. "48
'1'0 :\dd fu rther insult to injury, this was followed by the Elysee
1'11'111
I :1l:r:1nco-German
pact that solidified an alliance of the two
1IIIIIIII'i'S outside the nascent European Community, causing, as one
l'IIIIIIH':l11oils 'rv 'I' re ailed "profound distress" in the State Depart11111111,1'1 Hut II:lII pushed
nh ':1(1,'v 'II though h' mil,ht h:w' SUSP' 'I, 't!
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the same as your noises," regarding de Gaulle's reported resistance
to the British move.50 Now the question became one of how to avoid
an overreaction from the British and other European nonmembers of
the Common Market. There was the possibility that the British and
others would establish a competing trading bloc and force the
United States to play favorites; or that protectionism would spread
throughout the Atlantic region. Jean Monnet seemed especially desperate to keep the various issues from interconnecting, and so reportedly brokered, by way of Ball and possibly others, the inclusion
of critical revision language in a preamble to the Franco-German
treaty that reaffirmed the central place of the United States, the
United Kingdom, and the Atlantic Alliance for Europe.51
Miriam Camps at this juncture reentered government service.
Her attention was focused almost entirely on the British effort t
join the Common Market, and the related harmonization of relations
between the so-called Sixes (the EEC) and Sevens (the British-led
European Free Trade Association, or EFTA), a subject about which
she contributed what remains one of the most authoritative books.5
Camps and her close network of fellow trade specialists-among
them Leddy, Tuthill, Greenwald, and Reinstein, a group describ d
by EUR's Abe Katz as "the clan" -continued to work quietly in fa·
vor of an active American role in European integration by using traditional methods. Here is Camps writing earlier in October 1959:

1 am just back from a few days in Brussels where 1 talked to all
our old friends and some new ones: [Robert] Marjolin, Uean]
Rey, [Max] Kohnstamm, Uean-Fran<;ois] Deniau .... 1am accredited to no one and yet pretty well steeped in everyone'
views ... having listened for x years on both sides of the
Channel convince me of the purity of their intentions and
the justness of their views .... 1 think the U.S. should now say
something like this to the U.K.: if the U.K. is prepared now
really to take a decision to give its European relation prima y
and to work out its relationship with the U.S. primarily :1.1though not exclusively in that context, we will use our innu n"
with the Six to see that a sensible negotiation on asso iaLion is
'one!u 'ted on thei r side,53
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There had been the hope that the problem of harmonization could be
solved by pushing for closer European integration within the
OECD, which, as noted, was founded in part to replace the obsolescent OEEC; to coordinate European alld American trade and other
economic approaches toward the developing world; and, according
to a few cynics, to "kill the Free Trade Area," an anti-Common Market group established by the British in 1958.54The era of infighting
acronyms was well under way. The story of such maneuverings is
long and complex, even for many trade specialists to follow. Nora
Beloff summarized it:
The Americans, Mr. Dillon said, could not lie down and let
the Europeans get together and discriminate against them just
at the moment when they were making their first acquaintance
with Britain's old friend, the balance of payments problem.
Like all good Americans, Mr. Dillon did not question the right
of the Europeans to merge their sovereignties and establish a
United States of Europe on the American model. For political
reasons, Mr. Dillon was personally all in favour of the Community experiment even if it was commercially disadvantageous to his own country. But he certainly could not support
a purely commercial arrangement with no political component, which would bring Britain in and America out. 55
Moreover, the OECD might have had the additional advantage of
1,Iising the European Commission's diplomatic profile, which could
11.1
ve allowed for a "marriage of interests," in this one instance, beI w . 'n some Europeanists and the Atlanticists.56
I:or her part, Camps was skeptical about the successor organizaIilln she helped to set up: "1do not believe that the OECD offers the
111'\11
rals enough to satisfy them for two reasons," she wrote to Bob
'II II,H:Ii',elin October 1961. "They are prepared for free trade with
till' (~oll1munity; we are not ... , Second, 1 think past examinations
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on principle, its priority remained strengthening the European
movement and the Common Market, specifically. In the neat formulation of the economic expert and later ambassador to Italy and
Spain, Richard Gardner, "the idea was to get the external tariff of the
six EC members low enough to facilitate British entry in a way that
would minimally impact our relations with them."65 But EUR was
"so concerned" about the Common Market negotiations, wrote one
of its most thoughtful officers, Richard Vine, "they wouldn't let
themselves think about it." Vine argued that the British were mainly
to blame for failing to integrate their Common Market, nuclear and
East-West policies, as some British Europeanists, for example the
66
Tory prime minister Edward Heath, later admitted. It seemed up to
the Americans to recast the balance between them and the other Europeans, much as the MLF crowd vainly sought to do in its sphere.
However, it appeared that they, or EUR at least, did little besides
provide a sympathetic ear for Europe within the U.s. government,
and to make sure the Europeans knew it, which may have mitigated
what otherwise might have been a far more contentious period in
transatlantic economic relations, as indeed the early 1970s would
become. EUR restricted its role, in other words, to early warning
identification and process management. Any more ambitious agenda
carried several risks, not least of which was the mutual dependence
of the trade talks upon progress with European integration, which
is why, again, those in charge said the Kennedy Round just had to
succeed.67
The larger point to all this was that, like dumbbellism, the above
set of priorities had an almost exclusive focus on Western Europe. It
followed Monnet's program for consolidation, first of Western Europe, and then of transatlantic partnership. But bridge building
presently acquired a much different meaning, which takes us to Bator's third model. Detente was well under way by the mid-1960s.
'\'h 'I"' h:\d been Kennedy's 1963 American University speech, but it
w:\S I''all y 111 )1' • about an overture to the Soviet Union than an openi I 'Ii 1() 1h ' ',',ast p r se, and spoke against the recurring fear of the
We,'1 'I'll ,i,UI'O\ ':\I1S,1:\1'1 icuhrly Adenauer, that the superpowers
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a thing existed.68 Again, it should be recalled that Germany required
some of the hardest economic and political choices for the United
States; German ambivalence fed American fears about de Gaulle's
true aims for Europe, and the suspicions that he and a senile Ad nauer, or a more left-of-center German successor, would pursue an
alternative path to reunification; or that he would sign some kind I'
pact independently with Moscow. Also, Germany and presumcd
German sensibilities remained the most vexing obstacles to an int
grated, European defense. Kennedy put it succinctly: "If the prcs
sure comes back in Berlin, then you will find unity in the Allian ' '.
If it is off Berlin, then we are going to have to recognize that we ar .
going to deal with a lot of problems ... particularly ... with th('
General. "69
An interim answer to these various questions-and
the clos 'Sl
thing to a grand design the 1960s would produce-came
with :1
speech Lyndon Johnson gave in October 1966. In it he put forth tlw
logical synthesis of both detente and what would come to be call ·d
Ostpolitik, stating that German reunification could only occur hand
in hand with a relaxation of the Cold War standoff and an openin r oj
the Soviet bloc to the West.70 That simple idea was to "shift from till'
narrow concept of coexistence to the broader vision of peaceful '11
gagement" in order to build "a surer foundation of mutual trust. "/1
The speech foreshadowed a good deal of the "linkage" diploIn:tc I
of the 1970s, which, as the next chapter illustrates, laid the basis 1'(11
the "Europe, whole and free" that would be proclaimed anothcr (it·
cade later by President George H. W. Bush. Yet Johnson's 1966 II'()
posal was self-consciously modest, with "goals,"
defined not in terms of a concrete, architectural outcome, bUI
rather in terms of maximizing piecemeal movement in broad I
indicated directions, as opportunity presents itself. It is a vi
sion exceedingly flexible in both structural outcomc al1d
tempo. It allows for political integration in Europe but do 'o'
not require it, and emphasizes the practical arrangcm nts :1lld
the increasing closeness needed for efficicnt probl In 'olvil1!",
It allows, but only at the end of a vcry long proc 'ss for St Ill'
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East European independence of the Soviet Union, but only at
a pace which keeps down the risk of backlash. It allows for increasing autonomy in Western Europe's relations with the
United States, even in defense, but only in step with the European capacity to manage a credible deterrent of its own .... It
allows for some institutionalization
of Atlantic politics, but
looks mainly to increasingly close ad hoc cooperation on specific problems.72
The bureaucratic tale behind the speech is significant. Mainly the
work of Bator, the speech made the rounds of the various bureaus.
I Icnry Owen's Policy Planning Staff took a special interest, cont ributing several early drafts written by Owen's assistant, the Columhia University political scientist Zbigniew Brzezinski. Brzezinski,
who would go on to achieve fame as Jimmy Carter's national security
Ildviser, later claimed credit for having written the entire speech.73
1\.Ilorpointed out that this was not only incorrect but also detrimenI,d 10 its goals, since Brzezinski had the reputation of a hawk and, as
II )I1lC would allege, a Russophobe. At any rate, he was not known for
Ilis open mind toward detente, particularly in the Soviet Union, A
P(dish refugee, he was not seen as being very pro-German, either.
11,1101'
and his coauthors, Leddy and Bowie, took pains to cast the
p' . 'h in the most positive possible terms; but as soon as Brzezinski
1 I.Ii111 ·d credit for it, the Soviet press jumped on the speech as a resur11'('1 ion of the "rollback" policy of the 1950s. Even though the State
I h'p:1 rtll1cnt had stopped using terms like "Communist bloc" and
,. III·lIilcs" in favor of geographic ones like "Soviet Union and EastI III I':uropc," the speech would have less of an immediate
impact
74
I hilll iIs backers might have liked. But it nevertheless marked the ofIII Ld l'll<..\
of the crisis era and the beginning of what Richard Nixon
Ilidd 'OInCto label the era of negotiations.

